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To be Human without being human

The science of these times, children, is the transcendence of the old human and the birth of the new.
To be born without dying in the body. To allow matter to be reborn, transcending that which has
been corrupted.

The new human is born within the consciousness. It is the fruit of inner purification, of the act of
expelling the old so that what is true may emerge.

The new human, children, in truth is not new; it has always been within each human being; it is the
principle, the reality, the beginning of everything and also the end, the goal toward which you walk.

The old human took hold of the truth and built upon the essence a life of illusions; it created
something that did not exist and hid the Divine Thought with human thought.

Humanity, children, is a race of likeness to the Father in many aspects unknown to humankind. One
of these is the capacity to create through thought, feeling and the heart, a capacity that once had
only been granted to the angels. But like a great universal paradox, this likeness to God has
distanced humanity from the Creator because, instead of learning with love, they created, with
thought, a false human being, and a false evolution, which led them more toward the abyss than
toward Heaven.

Influenced by the illusion of the time in which they lived, human beings moved further and further
away from the Whole and entered into themselves. They gradually lost the ability to be in
everything-which the likeness to God offered them-and they lost consciousness of unity,
strengthening individuality, as human law.

Children, how can a being, created to live unity, compete with their fellow beings, create traps for
the evolution of their neighbors, or want to be better or worse than the others?

The answer to these questions lies not only in the very duality of this world but also in all the
illusion in which humanity has placed itself, as consciousness.

I recognize, children, that after so many evolutionary cycles as a race, the illusion is stronger than
the truth; it is easier to remain in that which is old than to tear it out of yourselves so that the
original may emerge. However, it is necessary that everyone be aware of what they are experiencing
and of the inner battle - individual and human - that you must experience in these times in order to
return to your origins, to the Original Plan of God.

When you pray from the heart and allow yourselves to live spiritual virtues, such as humility,
fraternity, compassion and forgiveness, you are living from the truth, from the original human or the
new human and, gradually, you will be able to remove the reign of that which is old without it
causing you great destabilization or suffering. 
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The experience of truth, in a harmonious way, simply depends on the surrender of each being.

Everything I tell you today is so that you may be inspired to seek the truth within yourselves, and
not remain in that which is old, in the illusory.

May My words lead you to seek within yourselves this similarity with the Divine, which became
hidden by the layers of illusion and is ignored by the great majority of human beings.

Now, children, it is time to be Human, without being human, and to discover the truth about
yourselves.

The keys to all the doors that take you to the Path of Light are held in prayer and in the practice of
virtue.

I love you and I leave you My peace.

In the same way that I was able to discover the truth and the similarity to God, may all those who
hear Me be able to do so. Strive and persevere.

The Most Chaste Saint Joseph

 


